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Would you risk everything for the man you loved? Even if you knew he'd done something terrible?'A

heart-wrenching and gripping tale. I was hooked from the very first page.' Write Escape Laraâ€™s

life looks perfect on the surface. Gorgeous doting husband Massimo, sweet little son Sandro and

the perfect home. Lara knows something about Massimo. Something she canâ€™t tell anyone else

or everything he has worked so hard for will be destroyed: his job, their reputation, their son. This

secret is keeping Lara a prisoner in her marriage. Maggie is married to Massimoâ€™s brother Nico

and lives with him and her troubled stepdaughter. She knows all of Nicoâ€™s darkest secrets â€“ or

so she thinks. Then one day she discovers a letter in the attic which reveals a shocking secret about

Nicoâ€™s first wife. Will Maggie set the record straight or keep silent to protect those she loves? For

a family held together by lies, the truth will come at a devastating price. A heart-wrenching,

emotionally gripping read for fans of Amanda Prowse, Liane Moriarty and Diane Chamberlain. What

everyone's saying about The Silent Wife:'A compulsive read about secrets, lies, and the

complexities of families.' Bloomin' Brilliant Books'What a great novel this is! A very moving story

filled with deception, betrayal and, contrastingly, loyalty, love, caring and forgiveness... and it has a

brilliant ending!' Splashes Into Books'Well, this book is a firecracker!...you will experience a

rollercoaster of emotions, with laughter, sadness and a satisfying ending that will bring a lump to

your throat.' Many Books Many Lives'A fantastic, thought-provoking story, told with pace and style.'

Laura Bambrey Books'My heart broke â€¦ The plot is so well written that you begin to feel as though

you are one of the family and it is packed with twists and turns.' The Reading Reverie'A page turner

- full of implied secrets, unravelling family lives, new family dynamics.' Bookworms and

Shutterbugs'An addictive novel about family dynamics, secrets and betrayals that will have your

mouth hanging open in disbelief many times along the way.' Books of All Kinds'A compelling,

chilling andÂ heart pounding readÂ which will take you on a rollercoaster ride you'll never want to

leave. Phenomenally written and undeniably powerful, Kerry Fisher has done it yet again.' The

Writing Garnet'My only regret about this book is beginning to read it at half term and not being able

to finish it quicker. A gripping and emotional read.' De Ja Reads'It is rare that a book will make you

look at your own personality and inspire you to be a better person. A less judgmental person. A

braver person. The Silent Wife did that for me â€“ and in the most unexpected way â€¦ I gasped,

laughed and cried.' The Glass House Girls'I loved this bookâ€¦ I was riveted throughout. 5 stars.'

Emma B books'The Silent Wife had me engrossed from page one. Five Stars!'  Boon's

Bookcase'Another five star read from Kerry Fisher ... I love Kerry Fisher's books and this was no

exception!' Strongly Review'A wonderful, poignant, heart breaking, heart warming story of families



and secrets, of hidden strength and unexpected friendship. Brilliant! Very highly recommended.

Cannot wait for Kerry's next!' Renita D'Silva'Another five star read from Kerry Fisher.' Judging

Covers'I loved this!  It was absolutely unputdownable and I didn't want it to end.' Jenny Ashcroft'A

gripping, emotional novel ... a real page turner!' La Biblio de Cara This book was previously titled

The Secrets of Second Wives
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I am a snotty English major with a few advanced degrees, hooked on science fiction and the

headier type of literature. I needed an audible book for the car and grabbed this one because it was

the first on the list. I could have driven across country without stopping. Fantastic characterization,

intriguing plot, really a perfect summer read and the audible narrator is delightful. I have already

purchased another book by Kerry Fisher for my next long car journey.

The Silent Wife is the story of two women who at the beginning are only connected by the men they

have married. In time, they become friends and later on each other's support system.The book

begins with Maggie getting married to Nico Farinelli. She knows his mother Anna disapproves of her



but she has fallen in love with him. After so many broken relationships, she has finally found a man

she can count on and who thinks of her son Sam as family. Nico also has a daughter from his first

marriage, Francesca. Maggie hopes to become a friend to her.Lara is married to Massimo, Nico's

brother and they have one child, Sandro. Lara's also the second wife. Massimo divorced Dawn

when she refused to have children. Lara couldn't believe when Massimo started courting her and

soon he makes her forget all her reservations but after the wedding everything changes.There were

so many things I like about the story. Lara and Maggie were both strong in their own way. They both

had to deal with Nico and Massimo's mother Anna. She was not an easy person to like. She was

always looking for ways to offend the "new wives". As the matriarch of the family, she made sure

both sons lived in the same street as her. She even has a key to enter their homes uninvited.Not

only did Maggie have to deal with Anna but with her teenage step-daughter, Francesca who was

trying very hard to make Maggie feel like an outsider. Lara's life was not any easier. Hers was a

hotter hell.These women were both so different but life brought them together. They both were

dealing with secrets that could affect their whole family's dynamic. I rooted for both of them to make

it.The Silent Wife is a very entertaining tale full of emotion, heartache, complicated relationships,

love and friendship. I would recommend it without reservation.Cliffhanger: No4/5 Fangs

Bought this book as a "put me to sleep" book. What a surprise that it was a great story that kept my

attention. Having been a stepdaughter myself I could understand Francesca and her up and down

attitude towards Maggie. Loved the almost happily ever after ending.

This book is so true to life. This is about an Italian family and Anna, who is the mother of two sons,

and thinks Massino, the oldest can do no wrong and her passive son Nico. Lara is married to

Massino and she is hiding a secret about their marriage. And then there is Maggie and her mom

Beryl. Maggie marry's Nico after his wife's death and she has to put up with his disrespectful

daughter. But you will love Maggie's mom Beryl.

I really enjoyed this book. First time I have read this author. Would definitely suggest this to my

friends and family . R.Binder

If you like to read about the Romanov's, you will enjoy this story of historical fiction supposing what

might have happened had one of the Tsar's daughters lived after the family was executed. Past and

present are intertwined well.



This author writes well at times, but the book is uneven. The initial plot was interesting as were the

family dynamics and secrets, but then became predictable. I felt the story was ruined by the sub-plot

- the introduction of a character who really added nothing. The only thing that addition did was made

one dislike and question the main character. I would not recommend this to friends.

Really enjoyed this book. Hardly an emotional thriller as described but a good page turning story

about family dynamics and emotional abuse.Highly recommend!
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